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Abstract— Today Mobiles, computer, laptops, PDAs 
are becoming widely popular and largely used. The 
Proposed framework provides security to the high risk 
location, such as military bases. The framework is 
based on wireless biometric system and has basically 
three phases for authentication such as creating a Geo 
fence, biometric recognition and location tracking. 
Geo-fence is the virtual boundary of a physical 
geographic area created with the help of GPS or 
Access Points. The technique proposed for biometric 
authentication is based on multifactor authentication 
with the help of biometric features and smart phones. 
Once the user is authenticated within the Geo fence 
area his location is tracked with the help of Received 
signal strength fingerprint algorithm. The smart 
phone holder must recognize himself when entering 
into the Geo fence area as well as while going to the 
other department. The most secured areas are 
integrated with a Webcam or CCTV to re-authenticate 
the person, this re-authentication is done by the 
administrator to access the highly secured areas. The 
authentication scheme used here is a two way 
authentication scheme, which is more robust and 
helpful to our Indian defense system. 

 

Keywords- Wireless Biometric Syste; Face Recognition; Wi-
Fi Positioning; Geofence; Security. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The Defense Security System is the novel 
approach based upon the concept of Geo fence and 
positioning of the person. The proposed system consists of 
several nodes and their capabilities such as base station 
(Server), sensor node (Wi-Fi routers) and the cluster 
member (smart phones/ mobile nodes). Mobile nodes are 
generic wireless devices having smart capabilities. Sensor 
nodes in a cluster communicate among each other and 
also communicate with the Cluster Head. Cluster heads 
are more resource rich than traditional sensors. Cluster 
heads can communicate with each other directly and relay 
data between its cluster members which are smart phones 
and base station. A Base Station or Gateway Node is 
typically a gateway to another network, a powerful data 
processing/storage centers and also known an access point 
for human interface. 

 
In Defense Security System, we are using the smart 

phones for the authentication basically the camera of the 

smart phones. The smart phone consists of an application 
installed in it, which is automatically responding when the 
smart phone enters into the specific area (military area 
/space stations / or research). Those areas covered with 
the Wi-Fi range forming the virtual boundaries called Geo 
fence. Those Wi-Fi nodes also refer as sensor nodes, and 
the base station, which is server maintaining the 
authenticating activity. One intranet website to maintain 
authentication activity should be there which is managed 
by administrator having various access rights.  Based 
upon the access control policy user is either granted or 
denied to use the area. 

Section 2 presents the related work in the area of 
authentication system. Section 3 presents a mathematical 
model of the proposed framework for wireless biometric 
system. Section 4 describes the implementation details. 
Section 5 discusses performance analysis and section 6 
concludes the paper.  

II. RELATED WORK  

For the proposed authentication system, initially it is 
essential to create a Geo fence in the protected area, then 
followed by   biometric recognition system and last is Wi-
Fi positioning. 

A. Geofence 

Geo fencing is the approach to use multiple access 
points (APs) equipped with electronically steerable 
directional antennas also transmit power controls. The 
intuition is that coverage can be controlled by adjusting 
the orientation and transmit power of the directional 
antenna to focus signals on the mount area and by tying 
connectivity to the intersection of the signals from 
multiple access points (APs). This is an approximation 
because it is not possible to precisely confine wireless 
signals to arbitrary regions in real-world settings without 
artificial impediments. Thus the security aspects of our 
approach should be interpreted as a light-weight access 
control that significantly raises the bar for devices with 
commodity hardware, including Omni directional 
antennas, but will not defeat sophisticated attackers with 
bulky or high-gain antennas. Despite this limitation, we 
expect that Geo-fencing will be sufficient by itself in 
many deployments, or we can serve as the foundation of 
hierarchical mechanisms that provide defense-in-depth 
when stronger security is needed. [1] 

 
Granularity and Region Definition: Providers should be 
able to confine transmissions to regular shaped regions 
that range from small room-sized regions to large areas as 
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entire library or colleges, companies. Providers should 
also be able to change the boundary definitions of the 
region as need for changes. [2] 

 
Region Selectivity: Regions should be well defined and 
client devices are outside from defined regions more than 
a few feet should not be able access the network. While 
0% packet reception outside of the network region and 
100% packet reception rate inside the network region 
would be ideal, it can’t be practically achieved. 
Measurement studies of the TCP & UDP based 
applications, like as Skype, shows that these applications 
are unusable beyond a link layer loss rate of > 25%. Based 
on these observations, we desire an absolute link layer 
packet reception rate threshold of <70% and>30% loss 
outside the region and a threshold of >90% and < 10% 
loss within the region. [1] 
 
Manageable Infrastructure Overhead: Allow Geo-fencing 
to take advantage of a larger number of APs to limit the 
region coverage more accurately. However, the system 
should not require an excessive number of APs. 
 
Client Compatibility: The goal is to maintain 
compatibility with existing mobile client hardware or new 
client hardware capability. This means that we assume 
that only APs have directional capability in this case. 
 

Limitations to create a Geo fence with GPS is we 
cannot restrict the GPS for the smaller area which is 
within the few square meters. Another limitation is 
steerable antennas which increase the cost. So framework 
proposed by us uses the Omni directional approach to 
create a virtual boundary with the help of Wi-Fi Access 
Points (AP). Wi-Fi APs can be restricted according to 
areas, which also works great in indoor locations where 
GPS fails. In Omni directional approach steerable 
antennas are not required so it automatically reduces the 
cost. 
 

B. Biometric Capture and Recognition 

The Second phase is basically based upon the 
authentication. Face recognition is one of the most 
suitable and reliable authentication systems which can be 
used with Smart Phones. Face recognition done with 
camera of smart phone so that the dedicated biometric 
scanner not required here.  

Mobile computing platform utilizes biometric 
signatures to authenticate users against large databases. 
Identifying correct biometric credentials in mobile devices 
can be a challenging task as there are no biometric input 
devices available with theses systems. The task of 
scanning biometric signature scan is performed via device 
camera and microphone. The primary challenge is to 
precisely collect the biometric signatures and minimize 

the effects of noise, intra class variations, surrounding 
environment and high error rate when comparing against 
millions of similar signatures. A multimodal verification 
scheme applying face, hand geometry, fingerprint and 
other biometric signatures which can be scanned through 
mobile devices will increase the reliability of the 
system.[3] 
The development of an authentication system for smart 

phones using finger photos and the research of finger 

photo recognition under daily circumstances has very 

recently raised a lot of attention. Due to the inability of 

most cameras to focus on the finger, only one of the five 

evaluated smart phones was able to capture suitable finger 

photos [4]. The work of Dreamiest is concerned with 

finger photo recognition with two different smart phones. 

The results are not comparable with this work because the 

photos were taken only in one session and under different 

conditions and processing was done offline on a PC. 

Moreover, one Smartphone was placed on a fixed hanger 

to capture the finger photos. The achieved Equal Error 

Rate(EER) was 4.66%. The other one was held by a 

(third) human operator. The result was an EER with 

14.65%. Both conditions do not correspond to a realistic 

scenario. Finger photo recognition with a lower resolution 

camera in a fixed position under laboratory conditions 

was tested in 2010. A continuous shooting mode for the 

camera was used to capture multiple photos at once from 

test subjects in one session. A low EER up to 1.23% with 

preprocessing of the captured photos was achieved under 

the mentioned circumstances. The work of Muller and 

Sanchez-Refloat shows that finger photo recognition is 

even possible with web cams. Web cams without auto-

focus have the ability to focus on very close objects. A 

lower resolution of 640x480 pixels of the finger photos is 

sufficient. A False Acceptance Rate (FAR) of 0.18% and 

a False Rejection Rate (FRR) of 10.29% were achieved. 

[3]. 
  A facial recognition system is a computer 
application for automatically identifying or verifying a 
person from a digital image or a video frame from a video 
source [5]. A simple ways to do this is by using facial 
database and comparing the selected face from the image. 
Some face recognition algorithms identify face features by 
extracting landmarks, and features, from an image. For 
example, an algorithm may analyze the size of face, 
position of facial features, and/or shape of the eyes, jaw, 
cheekbones, and nose. This image features are then used 
to search for other images of matching features. Some 
other algorithms normalization of facial images and then 
compresses the face data and saves the data in the image 
which is useful for face recognition.  A probe image is 
compared with the face data. [6] 
 Security system mostly depends upon the 
authentication system used. We are proposing to use 
Local Binary Pattern Histogram algorithm which is 
having the highest accuracy till the date. 
 

C. Wi-Fi Positioning  

Extensive research has happened in Wi-Fi Positioning 

in the decade and applications have been developed for 

the same. Lot of scope for accurate Wi-Fi Location using 

1 
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the Internet is available and using truth GPS tracking 

some issues still to be resolved. [7] 

Wi-Fi positioning algorithms can be categorized into 

two types: RF fingerprint-based and Access Points 

position-based. Some algorithms use both schemes. In an 

RF fingerprint-based algorithm, a space is divided into 

grids. Dedicated operators gather radio scans at every 

grid. The data gathered from the entire grid construct an 

RF signal map in the space. When a mobile device scans 

radio signals at a position, the radio scan is searched in the 

signal map. The position of the best matching scan on the 

signal map is determined as the device’s position.[8] 

 

III. PROPOSED MODULE 

The mathematical model is the mathematical 

representation of the system. The proposed system is 

represented using set theory. Let S be the proposed 

system. Input to the system is nothing but the images  the 

biometric signature. System S is anticipated to obtain the  

number of clusters. There are Si numbers of states through 

which the whole system will undergo in order to achieve 

an intended solution. Here i = 1, 2, 3...10. The states 

interact with each other depending upon some meaningful 

criteria. The whole system starts and ends with two 

predefined states i.e. (S0: Start and S5: End).  

S= {I,O,P,Fe,F,A,T,Lc} 

Where, 

 I=Image 

 O=Output 

 P=Processing 

 Fe=Feature Extraction 

 F=Failure 

 A=Authorization 

 T=Tagging 

 Lc=Location tracking by coordinates 

Fig 2 Mathematical Module 

 

INPUT  
Number of Images in given dataset  

  I ∈{Isrc| Isrc ∈ (i1,i2,i3,…….,in)}  

Where,  

I = Image dataset  

i = index of data points (1 ≤ i ≤ n)  

 

Processing: 

 P={IP1, IP2, IP3,...., IPn} 

 Where, 

  IP= Processed Image 

  i = index of data points (1 ≤ i ≤ n) 

 

Feature Extraction 

 Fe={I1(FPi1…..FPim), I2(FPj1…..FPjm), …..In} 

 Where 

  FP=Parameter of Image 

  I1….m = Number of Image Features. 

 

Failure State 

 F={ Set of unauthenticated user } 

 

 

Tag to database 

T= {TAP | TAP Tag to Authorized Person DB for 

location tracking & Co     ordinates} 

Where, 

 TAP = Tagged Authorized Person to database. 

 

Location Tracking & Coordinate 

 L={AP1(X1,Y1), AP2(X2, Y2),……APn(Xn, Yn)} 

 Where, 

  AP= Authorized Person. 

              (X,Y) = Co-ordinates of Person. 

 

 

OUTPUT  
 

Persons Authorization with identity and Location 

O= {OA,L| OA,L ∈ Set of Authorized Persons and location 

co-ordinates}  

Where,  

OA,L=Authorized person and 

location of person 

 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

Table 1. Requirements 

Software Java(AWT) 

Eclipse with Android ADT 

Intranet web server(Apache) 

 

Platform Windows 

android 

 

Hardware PC/Laptop  

CoreTM 2 Duo processor  

RAM 256 MB 

HDD 512 MB.  

Access Points 

 

Handset Android Handset with android 2.2+ operating 

system and min 1.3 Megapixel camera. 

Open CV packages (OPENCV manager) 

installed in Mobile. 
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We proposed to develop an application for automatic 
detection of Wi-Fi and user identification for same. 
Subsequently, user will get identified and has to go 
through a face recognition system followed by Voice 
Recognition. In Addition, Wi-Fi positioning will get 
recorded the  Server. So this application will be integrated 
and tried to include all the existing system of User 
Recognition with Tracking Mechanism. 

A. Fence Detection 

As soon as the employees Smartphone enter into the fence 

the face recognition application starts automatically. 

 

 
 
 

B. Creating the database 

Capture the images of the authorized user and save to 

database for user recognition in the hidden mode. 

 

 
 
Here face of the person is detected and automatically 

captured by the application. This image is captured in 
RGBA32 format that means each and every pixel size is 32 
bits and then it is converted to the grayscale8 with 
dimension of 200×200 pixel. The binary code was 
calculated for each image and tagged to the image at the 
time of storing the image to the database. Accordingly 10 
different patterns for single person are stored. 

C. Face recognition 

After updating the database, whenever the user enters 

into the fence, he will able to give his biometric 

identification which is recognized by the software to 

recognize the facial image. The Local Boundary Pattern 

Histogram(LBP) algorithm is used. This algorithm is a 

supervised learning based, where the LBP code of facial 

image is matched with the database image. The captured 

color image is converted into a grayscale image before 

calculating binary code. 

  

    This LBP code is calculated by dividing the image into 

the grid of 7×7 and accordingly 49 zones are created. For 

every zone the LBP code or binary code is calculated with 

the help of circular neighboring. The set of LBP code for 

single image is further referred as a pattern or byte code. 

 

D. Update database 

The database is upgradable for the modification. Face 

with different angle and different light condition given as 

an input. In this application ten faces are taken as input for 

database. 

 

 
 
 

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

The proposed algorithm is tested on 100 images and the 

simulation is carried out multiple times for the 

performance analysis.    

   

Accuracy =  
 

 
Accuracy = 80% 

 

 

Sr. No. Total no of 
images 

Total no of 
unrecognized 

images 

Total no of 
images 

correctly 
recognized 

1 
 

100 10 80 

Table 3. Accuracy 

    The above table shows the accuracy of 7X7 LBA face 

recognition algorithm. Total number of samples is 100. 

From 100 samples correctly recognized images are 80. 
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A. Face Recognition 

 

 
 

Fig 3. Graphical comparison of the results for different 
training sets for various face recognition algorithms [9] 

 
The above graph shows the recognition rate according 

to facial training set. If we use a single sample per person 
as training sets, methods based on neural networks (RBF 
network and MLP) and also SVM achieved less favorable 
results (below 70%). The extension of the training sets by 
four samples per person into training sets has only a 
minimal effect on increasing the face recognition results 
and has a negative impact on the computational and time 
complexity. The larger training sets the best recognition 
results were achieved. Comparison of various LPB 
methods is given below. 

 

Zones  Accuracy Time Space 

7X7 85-95% 425ms 1.17KB 

3X3 60% 250ms 6.4KB 

9X9 96% 725ms 0.71KB 

5X5 70% 325ms 2.30KB 

Table 4.    Comparison of result of time, space and 

accuracy with 3X3, 5X5, 9X9 & 7X7 LPB methods 

 
As shown in the above table the accuracy is increased with 
no of zones increased, but as per the time complexity and 
accuracy 7X7 method is used widely. The space required 
for training set is differs according to number of zones. 
 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this report a novel approach is proposed for 

wireless authentication in the defense sector with the help 

of smart phone and user authentication applying 

biometrics. The accuracy of the biometric algorithm is 

found 80% using LPB7X7 technique. With the 

advancement in technology and widespread use of Smart 

Phones, it is found that various techniques are developed 

for authentication. It has provided various modes for 

authentication such as combining of two or more 

techniques that provide more secure and reliable 

framework. The proposed approach will apply on various 

mobile platforms without requiring dedicated biometric 

scanners and can also enhance protection against 

intruders, theft and unwanted persons which are not 

allowed to enter in the area.  
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